
8740 A Zyklop bit socket with 1/4" drive with holding function, 2,0 x 28 mm

Innovations and Autumn/Winter Campaign 2017/2018

  

EAN: 4013288187154 Size: 95x44x20 mm

Part number: 05003330001 Weight: 18 g

Article number: 8740 A Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82079030

Bit socket (non-impact) for manual or machine tool operations

Take it easy tool finder with colour coding according to sizes

Knurling on lower end for more grip when used manually

Hex-Plus allows socket head screws to live longer

Chrome vanadium steel, matt chrome-plated

Bit socket with 1/4 inch drive. "Take it easy" Tool Finder with colour coding according to size - for simple and rapid accessing of the required tool.
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8740 A Zyklop bit socket with 1/4" drive with holding function, 2,0 x 28 mm

Innovations and Autumn/Winter Campaign 2017/2018

Hex-Plus Take it easy tool finder system Manual and machine sockets Zyklop Accessories

Hexagon socket screws are a

problem, because the contact

surfaces that transfer the force of

the tool to the screw are very

narrow. The consequence: the

head of the screw can be

damaged, usually rounding out the

recess. Hex-Plus tools have larger

contact surfaces to prevent this,

driving from the flats of the recess,

rather than the corners. Good to

know: Hex-Plus tools fit into every

standard hexagon socket screw!

Take it easy tool finder system -

with profile and size colour-coding

for quick and easy tool selection.

Colour-coded system for hexagon

drive screws (L-Keys, Zyklop bit

sockets), external hex drive screws

and nuts (Joker wrenches, Zyklop

sockets and Zyklop bit sockets

with holding function), and TORX®

drive screws (L-Keys, Zyklop bit

sockets).

The manual and machine sockets

can be used both for hand and

power tools use (non-impact).

Users need just one socket set for

all applications.

We did not just want our creativity

to end with the ratchets

themselves so we also occupied

ourselves intensively with ratchet

accessories. That is why our users

are now provided with an

extension with freely spinning

sleeve and flexible lock to enable

more secure and more rapid

screwdriving. The sockets have

been completely redesigned: we

wanted to spare the user the need

of having two different series –

one for manual and the other for

power tool applications. And: we

wanted to enormous simplify the

task of finding the right sizes.

Technically, our own ambitious

goals represented a real challenge:

to endow sockets with the

advantage of the holding function

on screwdrivers and bits. We

succeeded in this!

Further versions in this product family:

mm inch mm mm mm mm

05003330001 tuerkis 2.0 28.0 12.0 12.5 11.0

05003331001 leuchtgruen 2.5 28.0 12.0 12.5 11.0

05003380001 iceblue 5/64 28.0 12.0 12.5 11.0

05003381001 leuchtgruen 3/32 28.0 12.0 12.5 11.0

05003382001 schwarz 7/64 28.0 12.0 12.5 11.0
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